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Spring 2015 E-Newsletter 
 

 
Boiler Performance in Review 

 

INOV8 has sold waste oil burning boiler systems for over 23 years and has numerous customers throughout the United States, Canada and 
around the world saving money by burning their available waste as fuel.  Most of the boilers sold have been Buderus cast iron sectional 
boilers though successful operations have also been in nearly every boiler manufactured.  The installations vary and are creative in their 
energy savings and most customers are very happy with these systems.  However, this article is about ways to help those that struggle with 
performance that is sub-standard.  This doesn’t have to be the case as there are many things that cause problems that can be easily 
corrected.  If the burner is not performing as expected we can perform a reconditioning service or simply put it on our test stand for 
observation and repair any failing component and make sure all settings are proper.  Often onsite installation is causing problems.  The 
following are common issues that can be corrected onsite and make huge differences in overall system performance.   
 

In 23 years of supporting waste oil burning, we’ve learned the importance of 1) a hot combustion chamber, 2) a properly working 
chimney, and 3) good oil quality.  Following is a list of items that contribute to good results in each of those three categories.  Please 
review them and evaluate if your system may be deficient in a particular area.  There is more detail on our website or by calling and asking 
for boiler technical assistance. 
 

1. If the ash in your boiler is not white or light in color (as shown in the photo at right) 
and talcum powder consistency, you are not getting the best possible combustion.  
Because of the relatively high flash point of waste motor oil and biofuels, a hot 
combustion chamber is vital to achieving complete combustion.  INOV8 assures a 
hot combustion chamber with these modifications and settings: 

o Make sure there is a stainless steel piece in the bottom of the combustion 
chamber.  Over time it will corrode and may need to be replaced.  Its purpose is 
to radiate heat back into the flame and to provide a shield from the cool boiler 
walls.  Also, if oil sprays onto the steel it fries off quickly.  

o There should be a stainless steel sleeve installed through the insulation on the 
door.  It too may corrode and require replacing. Its purpose is to keep oil from 
damaging the door insulation and help drive heat into the flame.   

o The Aquastat setting must be 180 
o
F or higher.  That can be challenging in the 

spring and fall when the outside temperatures don’t require such a hot boiler.  
If that is your issue, contact us for options.   

o Return water from the floor should be first mixed with hot water before 
entering the boiler as it cools the boiler which may quench combustion before 
all fuel is consumed.  Mixing valves may be needed.  

o Not enough combustion air (open air band or air plate) but not so much that the boiler rumbles or causes the flame to lift off the 
nozzle.  Without a draft gauge the best way to set the air band, is to close it until smoke is seen in the chimney, and then open it 
until the smoke goes away.   

o The oil preheat temperature may need to be increased.  Preheat temperatures on boilers are factory set at 150 and 120 
(interlock). Of course the best setting is determined by the flash point of your oil.  If the oil gauge slowly moves, lower the 
temperature five degrees until it stabilizes.  If the oil gauge bounces fast, then there is an air leak in the oil delivery line.  If there 
are sparkles in the flame, then increase the oil preheater until the sparkles go away. 

o The water pump is moving water too fast through the boiler not allowing the water to pick up enough heat.  Make sure it is 
properly sized. 
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2. The combustion chamber must have a consistent slight negative pressure of 

0.04” of w.c.  It should be verified with a draft gauge.  A positive pressure causes 
flue gases to settle onto the nozzle after combustion stops (as shown in the 
photo at right), making a sooty mess that disrupts air from properly mixing with 
the fuel.  A big negative pressure causes the flame to be sucked off the nozzle 
causing outages.  Chimneys must be installed so that flue gases vent easily 
through the top.  That allows for fresh combustion air to enter the burner end of 
the boiler.  More “excess” air is required for combusting waste oil than clean fuel 
so we recommend up sizing from the chimney connector two inches.   

 
 If you have a combustion analyzer it makes adjusting the burner settings very 

easy.  For perfect combustion we expect these readings on your analyzer:  CO2 – 
12%, O2 – 6%, CO – less than 50 ppm, excess air – 30%, chimney temperature (in 
clean condition) – 350

o
F, smoke patch results of 0 to 2.   

 
 Please review this list to see if your chimney meets these requirements: 

o The chimney pipe must be sized according to the recommendations in the INOV8 Instruction Manual for the size boiler in BTUs, 
not according to any other source.  The general sizing follows this guide: for BTUs up 275k use an 8”, 300k to 600k use a 10”, 650k 
to 1,000k use a 12”.   

o The chimney should have only one 90 degree turn, typically in a Clean-out T installed on the breach before it turns upward.  
Horizontal runs and multiple elbows are absolutely not allowed with waste oil.  That is because the ash deposits at each elbow and 
is a collection site for soot, which can catch fire. 

o The optimal length for the chimney is 15 feet.  Taller chimneys work fine, but not shorter ones.  With taller chimneys barometric 
dampers must be installed to dampen the effects of high winds.  But it is vital that they be weighted such that it takes a strong 
wind to open the damper and a negative combustion chamber is maintained.  Otherwise it will allow air to enter the damper 
rather than the burner end of the boiler.  That will cause poor combustion. 

o The chimney top should be a simple inexpensive one. The fancy ones seem to restrict the free-flowing of flue gases. 

o INOV8 requires boilers to use a draft inducer to overcome the pressure drop inside the boilers.  The high efficiency boilers with 
three pass heat exchangers create up to a 0.25” of w.c. pressure drop and that is what we strive to overcome with the draft 
inducer.  They must be installed behind the chimney about three feet from the ‘T’ and wired into the control box relay.  If a 
damper is also needed, install it before the draft inducer and properly weight the flapper door so that it takes a very strong wind 
to open.  NEVER allow the damper door to stand open.  

o The chimney connector (where the pipe attaches to the boiler) and the chimney ‘T’ needs to be cleaned out at least once every 
heating season as ash will collect in those areas and prevent free flow of flue gases.  

 
3. Good oil quality will make your experience of burning waste oil so much better.   That means keeping water and dirt and debris out of 

the oil tank.  Use an oil fill funnel that has a screen to catch large items, use the INOV8 floating pickup assembly to draw oil from the 
top of the oil supply, use at least one in-line filter (with a vacuum gauge to indicate when it needs to be changed), regularly check the 
bottom of the tank for water and drain it off, don’t mix petroleum and fryer oil in the same tank, have your oil tested for BTU content 
and flash point when you have it checked for EPA classification.  The INOV8 burner can handle most types of oil, but you may need to 
adjust the oil preheater higher or lower depending on the BTU content.  It can range from 120,000 to 160,000 BTUs per gallon, which 
can mean under-firing or over-firing your boiler and/or burning the oil too cool or too hot.  See above for determining the perfect pre-
heat set point.  With good oil maintenance, you should expect to change the filters only a couple times during the heating season.  

 

Check out the Store Front on INOV8’s Website, www.INOV8-INTL.com.  You can order most parts, 
which normally ship out the same day.  We also regularly update the support material on the website.  

 

 

  

INOV8 continues developing new technology.  The latest is a burner that uses diesel or fuel oil as a base fuel and has a second nozzle 

that injects waste oil.  It’s great for watery oil or low BTU value oil.  It’s a variation of the gas-oil burner without the automation and 

expensive controls.  If you don’t have enough waste oil but still want to use what you have, this burner may be for you.  
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It’s 70 degrees in La Crosse and we haven’t run our heater for a few 
days and it feels great.  Once again we’re sending out reminders to be 
proactive with your INOV8 heater sooner than later.  We know that the 
last thing folks want at the end of the heating season is to put more 
effort into the furnace or boiler. We get that! BUT, if you want to avoid 
problems during fall start‐up please do a few maintenance procedures 
on your INOV8 heater.  These are the most important ones: 

 RUN A COUPLE GALLONS OF FUEL OIL INTO THE BURNER. 
Leave it in all summer. The fuel oil (or diesel) dissolves carbon and 
will clean passageways. In the fall, remove the nozzle and flush 
that oil out without burning it. You’ll be pleased with the results. 

 REMOVE THE ASH FROM THE HEATER. Even a little ash becomes 
damp from humidity promoting corrosion of the steel. 

 CHECK & CLEAN THE CHIMNEY - TOP TO BOTTOM. 

 SEND YOUR BURNER IN EARLY FOR RECONDITIONING, 
instructions are on our website, or call & we’ll fax or email them.  

 REPLACE YOUR WORN OUT EQUIPMENT DURING THE SUMMER. 
We have 90 days same‐as‐cash leasing. There are so many good 
reasons to do this now: your heater will be ready for the cold, instal‐ 
lation is easier without ice and cold, equipment prices are often at 
their lowest, in‐floor hot water systems can be installed during the 
summer, etc.  Check out our website for the new lease provider:  
“LEASE STATION’s” application with a 24 hour response. 

If sending your burner in 

for reconditioning, be sure 

to protect the burner by 

doing the following: 

 

 

 Plug the oil lines 

 Provide extra protection 

for the Fireye control 

 Do not send air regulator 

 Do not pack the burner 

upside down 

 Put burner into a plastic 

bag, then pack firmly in 

bubbles or packing pea- 

nuts 

 Label box as fragile 

 Insure for min of $500 

 Include a Burner Recon- 

ditioning Form with your 

preferences indicated 

along with notes of any 

particular problems. 

 
If it’s been three or more years since your burner has been reconditioned or if you’re having any operating issues, you should send it in. Some burners 
have already arrived.  Call today for us to fax or email 2015 Reconditioning Options & Fees. 

 

If payment accompanies the burner the work is discounted 8%, 6%, 4% and 2% starting in May and ending in August. Discounts are based on the date of 
shipping shown on the postage. You are welcome to contact one of our technicians if you have questions or special re- quests regarding your burner. 
Send burners via US Mail, UPS, Spee Dee or FedEx to 67 Kraft Street, La Crosse, WI 54603. Insure for at least $500 against damage, especially if using UPS. 
 
Kingbuilt Burner Reconditioning and Upgrades 

INOV8 is still offering reconditioning or replacement assemblies for Kingbuilt burners. Kingbuilt burners consist of four main assemblies that can be 
repaired or replaced to save replacing the entire burner. Those assemblies are: 1) the burner housing (which includes the burner housing, combustion 
control, fan wheel, ignition transformer and electric connections), 2) the airtube assembly (includes the airtube, a brass heat exchanger, two air and two 
oil solenoids, electrodes, nozzle assembly, air turbine assembly. The oil pump and water preheating assembles are separate and usually don’t require 
replacing but may need repair parts. Work is done on a time and material basis or we offer these burner upgrades: 

 
1. The airtube assembly bolts onto your existing burner. If your burner is five years or less this assembly replaces everything with new components 

and the latest heat exchanger technology. It sells for $1,250. 

2. The full burner assembly replaces the entire burner. It includes everything in the airtube assembly with a new burner housing, Beckett combustion 
control, ignition transformer, burner motor, and related electrical parts. It does not include the oil or water systems. This sells for $1,875. 
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